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Hello everybody, I would like you to share my experience of how I prepared 
for the USMLE Step 1 Exam. In the beginning of my preparation I spend hours of 
research reading other peoples schedules and experiences and in the end I compiled 
something that worked for me. 

As an IMG our medical schools have a little different system and we are not 
well prepared to do USMLE and for many of us studying for Step 1 is a whole new 
information. Overall my preparation was around 1 year. 

Before you begin studying for this exam: 

1) TALK TO YOURSELF. You have to be mentally ready for this and 
realize that you going to dedicate A LOT of time in order to 
successfully pass this exam. 

2) Make a PLAN. With out a plan you wont be able to track you 
progress and it will be easy to loose track of time. 

 

I broke down my preparation into 2 Stages. 

Stage 1- Base Building (9 months) 

Stage 2- Active Learning (3 months) 

 

 

 



 

Stage 1  

In this stage you learn everything you will need to know for the exam. 

First read: (3 months +/- 2 weeks) 

I started with the basics: 

Kaplan Anatomy+Videos- 2 weeks 

Kaplan Neuroanatomy+Videos- 1 week 

Kaplan Biochemistry+Genetics+Videos- 3 weeks 

Kaplan Immunology+Videos-1 week 

CMMRS- 1 week 

Kaplan Physiology+Videos- 2 weeks 

PATHOMA-3 weeks 

Kaplan pharmacology+ Videos(Sections 1-4 only) 1 week 

Second read: (3 months) 

Did everything the same except: 

I changed to FA for Micro because IMO I really think its more then enough. 

Physiology used BRS+ Kaplan Cardiology&Respiratory 

For my second read I bought Kaplan Qbank “Till you Pass”. I would do exactly 
the same as in the first read, but now I would do about 50 Q’s everyday ONLY on 
what I was studying (subject based). So if today I was doing biochemistry I would 
only do biochemistry questions. I annotated FA with everything I felt was important 
from the Qbank . 

During this read 

I finished Qbank with an average about 57% 

Third read: 

Same thing as above, except for Neuroanatomy I used HY neuronatomy. 

I did a second run of Qbank with 74% 

After finishing 3rd read I took NBME 5 and scored 198. 



After that I took a nice vacation for 2 weeks so  can relax before the hardest 
part, Stage 2. 

 

 

Stage 2 

This is THE MOST important part of the preparation. During Stage 2 I pretty 
much isolated myself and dedicated ALL my time to studying.  

Monday-Saturday Study 

Sunday: Day off 

My everyday schedule was like this: 

Wake up at 9-30AM  

Studying 10:00AM-1:00PM 

Break 30 min 

Study 1:30-4:30 

Break 30 min 

Study 5:00PM-8:00PM 

Break- 1 hour 

Study 9:00PM-10:30PM 

FlashCards Studying 30 min 

SLEEP 

First Month: 

In the 1st month I read all the Kaplan books for the last time. I only watched 
videos for the stuff I wanted extra explanation, like Physiology Cardio and 
Respiratory.  

I bought Uworld and finished it in that month. I only used Questions by 
subject I was studying that day and Untimed Tutor mode. The reason for that was to 
solidify information I just learned.  I annotated everything to FA that I thought was 
important or missing.  



Also I made my own flashcards. But not only on pharmacology, but on 
everything that I might forget or I thought I should really know. And every night I 
would review them. By the end of my studying I had more then 300 flashcards. 

I finished Uworld in 1 month with 79% 

 

Second Month 

In 2nd month I did DIT 2012, I was originally planning to do it in 3 weeks but I finished it in only 2 
weeks. 

I bought USMLERx and finished it in 1 month with 86%. I think this Qbank was very very good. 
Especially to solidify small points from FA.  

After finishing DIT I started reading only FA. I would finish all FA in one week. I broke down 
subject from FA by length and conection with each other.  

For example: Cardiology+Respiratory because they closely connected. 

Neurology+Renal because they take longer time to read 

Pathology+Pharmacology+Behavoral- because they require much less time to read. 

 

Third Month 

I did the same as before, only FA and I started 2nd run of UWORLD. I finished it with 90+ % 

 

LAST 3 DAYS BEFORE THE EXAM 

I went over things in FA that I thought I should review more, but I didn’t study that hard anymore. 

I went over “List of forgettables”  

LAST DAY 

Just relax!!! No more studying. You did ALL you could. Put it this way, YOU NOT GONNA GET ANY 
SMARTER NOW. One day will not change anything. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.usmle-forums.com/usmle-step-1-recommended-threads/1401-list-forgettables-what-you-need-review-few-days-before-exam.html


 

 

 

 

Exam Day: 

I arrived to the center at 7-45AM and started my exam at 8:00AM because there was noone else 
besides me that day and I finished at 3:00PM. 

Block 1 and 2. Then took a 5 min break to wash my face and to realize that this is really happening 
and I’m doing this exam. 

Block 3 and 4 and took a lunch break for about 20 minutes. I brought with me cereal bars and 
Gatorade.  

Block 5 and took a short break just to drink water 

Block 6 short bathroom break 

Block 7 and DONE!!! 

You can skip the tutorial and add 15 minutes to your break time, just make sure your headphones 
are working. 

I first would read the last line of the question to see what they going to ask and extract only the 
information that I need. A lot of time they put a lot of useless stuff as a distracter.  

I was asked pretty much about everything.  
Some suggestions: 
1) know your vitamins. I had like 4 qs on it 
2) know anemias.  
3) micro mostly straightforward  
4) Biostat calc like OR and NNT 
5) pharm very easy FA is enough but know all details  
6) had 4 audio cardio qs. But mostly can recognize from question 
7) physiology is up down graphs  
8) do as many NBME pictures where the same and couple repeated qs 
9) most of qs of coarse PAtHO 
10) Neuro is also simple had like 5 qs nothing supper specific. Know pathways of tracts and 
cranial nerves. Had a pix to identify CN 
11) time was good had like 15 left to go over marked qs 
12) only 2 WTF qs 
13) so overall it's not THAT scary as some ppl say.  
 
Everything to answer you can find in FA(annotated)+ Uworld 



 

 

 

 

MY STATS: 

NBME 5- 198 (4 months be4) 

UWSA 1 -245 (2.5 months be4) 
NBME 6-231 (2 months be4) 
NBME 7-245 (1.5 months be4) 
UWSA 2- 250 (1 month be4) 
NBME 13- 238 (3 weeks out) 
NBME 15- 257 (2 weeks out) 
NBME 12- 242 (1 weeks out) 
NBME 11- 245 (2 days out) 

STEP 1 -249 

Just some Tips: 

Exam is DOABLE and not that hard as some people say it is 

Study Study Study 

Do as Many NBMEs you can afford? Do them online and only after go over them again offline to see 
where and what you got right or wrong and WHY. 

Don’t give up and don’t panic 

Study SMART not hard. Try to understand and not just memorize. Because on the exam you gonna 
need to think to reason out a right question. 

Some questions from NBME can be on your exam 

 

 

 

 

 

 



FIRST MONTH STAGE 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SECOND MONTH STAGE 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



THIRD MONTH STAGE 2 

 

 

 


